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Depending on the version of Tamagotchi Connection, your Tamagotchi will do different things. Shop with confidence on eBay!

RARE Virtual White Zebra Tamagotchi Connection V3 Sealed New ON CARD Bandai 06.. * Teenager: School
The Tamagotchi can choose out of 3 teachers - Mr Turtlpeida, the Flower Teacher and Mr Canvas.

(Has nothing to do with Version 5) Tamagotchi Connection Version 5 (2008) This Tamagotchi is the next Tamagotchi in the Tamagotchi Connection Series. Tamagotchi Connection can be broken down into nine design elements: The 'program/game', controls (three buttons), display, infrared connection, case, instructions, packaging, power (battery), extra features, color variations / special models, online support. * Hovercraft game: The Tamagotchi hovercraft that reaches the goal first wins 2 - Ver.

flowers When they love each other, they even kiss For more details, see Ver 2 Present. On Tamagotchi Town, you can do many things, such as:* shop for items and food (up to 100)* earn 'Gotchi’ points (up to 990)* earn souvenirs* travel to different countries* go to preschool* go to school* go to work* play games* visit previous tamagotchis*.
Tamagotchi Connection V2 (2005) Connection Options 1 - Ver 2: Game* Eating game: First one to eat all their food wins. The tamagotchi then has to pick a gift that it thinks might have a secret item in it. It also included a TV option where the player can use Gotchi Points to shop on the Shopping Channel, find a mate with the Dating show, or go travelling on the Travelling Show.

However for the Jinsei Plus models 3 designs (out of the 1 released) had stars and the remaining 3 ball antennas like the Version 5. Each design element is briefly discussed below. Apr 19, 2017 The Tamagotchi Connection V5- also called the Tamagotchi Familtchi- was released in late 2007 in Japan and early 2008 for the rest of the world. Tamagotchi Connection Website 34 - Others See Tamagotchi Connection V1 for more details. com Tama and Earth Expo] According to the package, Bandai quotes, 'The Tamagotchis set up this expo to learn more about Earth... [http://www.tamagotchi.com/pdf/tama_v45_instructions.pdf] Just like Versions 2-4, it has secret codes that the player can enter into the Shop Keeper.. * Toddler: Preschool The Tamagotchi automatically interacts with the preschool teacher. The Travelling Show is the V5 variation of the pause mode External links
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